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ABSTRACT

As the world's strategic environment continues to change, the need for forces trained and
equipped to conduct peace operations increases. The United States recognizes that the
maintenance of peace and stability throughout the world supports its national interest; therefore,
its armed forces must remain capable of participating in such operations. It is imperative that the
U.S. Army trains and equips its forces to meet the unique challenges presented by peace
operations.

The United States Army is one of the last armed forces in the world to fill the void that exists
between its wheeled and tracked armored vehicles. Units participating in peace operations utilize
either the High Mobility Multi Purpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV), the M2 Bradley Fighting
Vehicle, or the MIAl Tank. The lack of a wheeled, light armored vehicle alternative requires our
forces choose between a highly mobile system which provides minimal firepower and no
protection, or vehicles that provide superior protection and firepower at the expense of mobility.

This monograph examines the unique capabilities offered by light, wheeled armored vehicles, and
will attempt to determine if these vehicles are uniquely suited for use by forces conducting peace
operations.
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ABSTRACT

As the world's strategic environment continues to change, the need for forces trained and
equipped to conduct peace operations increases. The United States recognizes that the
maintenance of peace and stability throughout the world supports its national interest therefore.
its armed forces must remain capable of participating in such operations. It is imperative that
the U.S. Army trains and equips its forces to meet the unique challenges presented by peace
operations.

The United States Army is one of the last armed forces in the world to fill the void that exists
between its wheeled and tracked armored vehicles. Units participating in peace operations
utilize either the High Mobility Multi Purpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMIMWV), the M2 Bradley
Fighting Vehicle, or the MIAI Tank. The lack of a wheeled, light armored vehicle alternative
requires our forces choose between a highly mobile system which provides minimal firepower
and no protection, or vehicles that provide superior protection and firepower at the expense of
mobility.

This monograph examines the unique capabilities offered by light, wheeled armored vehicles,
and will attempt to determine if these vehicles are uniquely suited for use bv forces conducting
peace operations.
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... we must prepare our forces for peace operations to support democracy
or conflict resolution. The United States, along with others in the
international community, will seek to prevent and contain localized
conflicts before they require a military response.., combat units are less
likely to be used for most peace operations, but in some cases their use will be
necessary or desirable ... '

National Securitr Strateg. of the United States, 1995

I. INTRODUCTION

As the Special Representative of the United Nations Secretary General in Haiti

observed, the new world order is a place where it is unlikely that the nations of the world will

employ their armed forces in traditional international combat. Instead, the future will see these

forces engaged in intra-national conflict to restore stability and order.2 The United States' view

on peace operations is that U.N. peacekeeping contributes to the national security strategy. For

the United States, the maintenance of peace and stability through peace operations is key to

protecting its economic, political, and humanitarian interests. 3 As Ambassador Madeleine K.

Albright noted in testimony before the Subcommittee on Foreign Operations, U.N. peacekeeping

operations help "defuse crises and prevent breaches of peace from turning into larger disasters."4

Noting casualties sustained in Yugoslavia, Somalia, and Cyprus, Ambassador Albright

emphasized that contrary to popular misconception, many U.N. peacekeeping operations are

neither consensual nor risk-free. 5 Peace operations are occurring with an ever increasing

frequency, and the future shows no sign that this trend will lessen. Our nation's armed forces

must be prepared to respond to the challenges that peace operations pose.

In view of the U.S. policy on peace operations, the U.S. Army can expect to play a key



role in future operations. The mission of the United States Army, is to be prepared to "deploy

forces rapidly and sustain them in combat and noncombat operations with appropriate force

structures, weapons, and doctrine. Thus, it is imperative that the U.S. Army remains structured

and equipped to meet the threats inherent in peace operations, because U.N. peacekeeping

operations often serve to prevent local disputes from escalating into more violent conflicts. 7

Many note that the internal composition of a peace operation, to include the organization.

command and control, and arms and equipment of the force can affect the overall success of the

operation.' More than just the issue of force protection must be considered when selecting a

vehicle for the peacekeeping force. This monograph will attempt to identify the armored vehicle

best suited for the U.S. Army in support of peace operations. Due to its limited scope, the

monograph will specifically focus on the unique capabilities offered by light, wheeled armored

vehicles in a peace operation environment.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The key question this paper seeks to answer is "are wheeled, light armored vehicles

uniquely suited to the peace operations environment?" The monograph will make use of After

Action Reports, Center for Army Lessons Learned documentation, and the experiences of

various foreign countries in peacekeeping operations. The key criteria that the monograph will

use to reach conclusions concerning the utility of wheeled light armored vehicles will include

mobility, protection, and firepower. Using these criteria, and the experiences of selected armed

forces, the monograph will attempt to identify some conclusions concerning the utility of such

vehicles in peace operations.
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This study will use the following methodology: (1) Define peace operations based on

current U.S. doctrine and independent studies, (2) identify some factors that influence the

application of force in peace operations; (3) identify some unique environmental factors that

have an impact on peace operations. and (4) evaluate the capability of wheeled. light armored

vehicles to meet these operational requirements.

For the purposed of this paper, wheeled, light armored vehicles are those vehicles that

normally weigh from 8000 kg to 25,000 kg. Typically using four to eight wheels, their armor

normally consists of high hardness rolled homogeneous steel, ceramics, kevlar, or a combination

of the three. Their weapons systems range from 7.62mm machine guns to 105mm cannons.

Used by many nations in a variety of roles, these vehicles have proved their suitability

throughout a wide range of environmental extremes.9 To limit the scope of this study, the

vehicles that will be examined include the U.S. Army's M1025/26 High Mobility Multi Purpose

Vehicle (HIMMWV), the Canadian Land Forces Cougar, the U.S. Marine Corps' LAV-25, and the

South African Defense Force's AFV 76 ROOIKAT.

While this monograph will primarily focus on lessons learned from past peace

operations, it will also make use of lessons learned by the South African Defense Force (SADF)

concerning their use of wheeled armored vehicles for internal security missions. Although the

South African experience during the last 20 years is one of Low Intensity Conflict (LIC), lessons

learned in this environment have utility in this study. The generally accepted definition of LIC

views it as "armed conflict for political purposes short of combat between regularly organized

forces."'" It may also include a counterinsurgency campaign in which a regular armed force pits

itself against guerrillas or irregulars. Included in this definition are armed insurgencies in which



a regular armed force is engaged against guerrillas. and/or acts of terrorism. Thus, lessons

learned in the LIC environment offer insights that are also applicable for the use of armored

vehicles in a peace operations environment. 1

This paper is structured in the following manner. Following the introduction. Chapter IT

will examine the restrictions, limitations, and impacts of the application of force in peace

operations. Specifically, the study will focus on the applications of force in both peacekeeping

and peace enforcement operations. A fundamental premise of this monograph is that the

injudicious or ill conceived use of force can adversely affect the outcome of a peace operation:

therefore, the weapons armies use to apply force can contribute to the overall the success or

failure of the operation. Thus, a basic understanding of how military force affects such

operations is essential. Current U.S. Army doctrine and associated studies will provide the

material for this inquiry.

Chapter III will analyze the physical challenges that an armed force encounters when

conducting peace operations. To limit the search for examples of such challenges, the study will

focus on physical factors that affected peace operations in Haiti, Somalia, and the Former

Republic of Yugoslavia. Factors which will be reviewed include typical missions, the physical

environment, road networks, and the threat encountered by armed forces within the respective

theater.

Chapter IV will review the various light, wheeled armored vehicles presently used in

peace operations. This review will provide technical overviews in an attempt to assess the

weaknesses and advantages of each respective system. Observations concerning the

performance of these vehicles in various peace operations will also be included.
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Chapter V will provide the reader with an assessment of the advantages and

disadvantages of light, wheeled armored vehicles in a peacekeeping environment. The criterion

we will use to evaluate the effectiveness of these vehicles includes mobility, protection. and

firepower. Additionally, the review will include an assessment of how well these vehicles meet

the unique political and psychological challenges peace operations impose on the application of

force.

Finally, Chapter VI will provide conclusions and recommendations concerning future

uses of wheeled, light armored vehicles in peace operations.

BACKGROUND

The U.S. Army is among the most modern military forces in the world, yet it has failed to

adequately address what many view as a critical gap between its light unarmored utility vehicles

(HMMWVs) and the lightest of its tracked annored vehicles (M 113 and Bradley). , While the

U.S. Army currently lacks a wheeled, light armored vehicle, it has turned to such vehicles in the

past to facilitate the accomplishment of selected missions.

Several times during the past 50 years, the U.S. Army has recognized and responded to

the need for a wheeled, light armored vehicle. World War I1 saw the hasty development and

fielding of the M8 Greyhound. The Army used the Greyhound in both offensive and security

missions. Later, in Vietnam, the Army used the V 100 Commando for patrols, rear area security,

and convoy escort. 13 After each conflict, the Army elected to remove these vehicles from

service, even though they successfully provided a unique blend of firepower, battlefield

mobility, and protection. 14
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Today, several nations conducting U.N. peace operations use wheeled, light armored

vehicles. These vehicles are strategically mobile, and have proven to be highly effective under a

variety of conditions. These nations have learned that

Tracked vehicles are not suited to IS [internal security] operations for a number
of reasons. They are difficult to operate and maintain, they are noisy, they cause
damage to roads and, most important of all, they are classified as tanks by the layman.'

Often called Armored Security Vehicles (ASV), the U.S. Army is again recognizing the utility of

wheeled, light armored vehicles in effectively executing a variety of missions. "6 These vehicles

may provide the U.S. Army with the capability it needs to better meet the needs of peace

operations in the 21 st century.

6



I1. THE APPLICATION OF FORCE IN PEACE OPERATIONS

To fully evaluate the utility of wheeled, light armored vehicles in a peacekeeping

environment, a more rigorous examination of the nature of such operations is essential. More

specifically, an understanding of the application of force in a peacekeeping environment will

lead to a better understanding of the advantages of wheeled, light armored vehicles. Therefore,

this section will study peacekeeping, peace enforcement, and the impact that the application of

military force has on both.

The U.S. Army defines peacekeeping operations as "... military or paramilitary

operations that are undertaken with the consent of all major belligerent parties.""7 Usually, a

group of nations undertakes a peacekeeping operation "... to monitor and facilitate

implementation of an existing truce agreement and support diplomatic efforts to reach a long-

term political settlement. . . .,,g While missions vary, experience shows that some tasks, such as

supervision and monitoring of truces and cease-fires are common to most peacekeeping

operations. " Sometimes, peacekeeping tasks may include the reestablishment of vital public

and government services.2 °

The improper or ill-conceived application of force in this environment can have

undesired consequences. Peacekeeping operations are grounded in the premise that military

force can often make problems worse by "prolonging and exacerbating conflicts without

resolving its underlying structure."''2 The application of force can often embitter belligerent

parties, or worse yet, reinforce lingering insecurities that can affect compliance with previously

agreed upon terms.2  U.S. Army studies reinforce this point. In a recent white paper addressing
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Military Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT) and peacekeeping. the U.S. Army stressed that

"Peacekeeping forces and observers do not employ violence, except in self defense."-23 Such

restrictions on the applications of force differ from those found in conventional operations

because they demand a higher level of flexibility from the peacekeeping force. The

organizational structure, level of training, and type of equipment must allow the force to conduct

operations in an environment that eschews the use of force. U.S. Army forces conducting

peacekeeping operations must "... be adaptable and adjust their operations to the situation."' 24

Clearly, the application of force in peace operations demands a high degree of restraint.

The U.S. Army defines peace enforcement as ". . the application of military force or the

threat of its use, normally pursuant to international authorization, to compel compliance with

generally accepted resolutions or sanctions. ,25 The objective of peace enforcement is the

restoration of peace and stability to establish the conditions necessarv for a negotiated, long, term

settlement.26 Peace enforcement is a form of combat. It is most often characterized by armed

intervention, or the threat of intervention. Seldom planned or executed unilaterally, peace

enforcement operations are conducted pursuant to international mandate. The white paper

emphasizes "The primary purpose of peace enforcement is the maintenance or restoration of

peace under conditions broadly defined by the international community."27

Measured and judicious application of force is a key element of any peace enforcement

operation. While a peace enforcement operation is not the equivalent of a United Nations

Chapter VII action, it does refer to operations characterized by large scale destruction and

bloodshed.28 In contrast to collective security operations (e.g., the Gulf War), loosely organized

and poorly equipped belligerents are often key actors in a peacekeeping operation. 2' As one
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observer notes:

... the use of force in UN military operations.., demand(s) more than traditional
consensual, impartial, and non violent peacekeeping, but require(s) less than 'Gulf
War' type operations against large state armies. "'

The intent of a peace enforcement operation is not to obtain a party's unconditional surrender. In

accordance with its international mandate, a force engaged in peace enforcement sets "a clear

boundary on acceptable conduct, penalizing parties which wantonly breach those boundaries.

and then re-incorporating the parties back into the peace process."'" In successful peace

enforcement operations there is a clear and proportionate linkage between the offensive use of

force, and those actions committed by belligerents.

Typically, peace enforcement operations confront the force with missions that call for the

forcible separation of hostile factions or belligerent parties. Rather than using traditional tactics

that seek the destruction of an armed opponent, units conducting peace enforcement operations

must use constant and relentless pressure to separate the belligerents.32 The U.N. authorizes the

use of force to resist attempts by belligerents to disrupt the force from conducting operations in

accordance with the U.N. mandate. This presents forces involved in peace enforcement with a

unique dilemma. As one observer notes

UN forces in peace-enforcement operations must walk a fine line: they must
deploy with and even use force on a much greater scale than what traditional
peacekeepers wield, without threatening the parties or exacerbating hypersensitive
fears about group-extinction.33

Because excessive application of force (including vastly superior military capabilities) can cause

belligerents to strike back out of fear, the U.N.'s view is one that severely restricts its

application.
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In contrast to the application of force in conventional military operations. the use of force

in peace operations (both peacekeeping and peace enforcement) is severely restricted. The force

commander must have a clear vision of the desired political endstate. and how to deal with

factions that may not share the same vision. The U.N's belief is that

... only a political process can determine the effectiveness of a peacekeeping
operation. Heavily armed peacekeepers make their acceptance by the parties
more difficult, and heavy armaments offer dangerous opportunities and
temptations in the hands of less cautious officers.`

The U.N.'s view on the application of force in peacekeeping operations is far from

unanimously accepted. Another perspective maintains that execution of nonviolent peace

operations often fails because the belligerents want it to fail. Many point to recent experiences

in Cambodia, Angola, Somalia, and the former Yugoslavia to support the case that

overwhelming force does have a place in peace operations.36 For instance, peacekeepers may

need to be apply offensive force to provide an acceptable level of security for the force. Some

assert that the small number of "offensive" armored vehicles in Somalia contributed to an

atmosphere that restricted the ability of the force to carrv out the U.N. mandate.:

Apart from these differences, there is general agreement that the improper use of force in

peace operations can lead to long term failure. The ill conceived use of force can result in a

protracted operation with little hope for success. The peacekeeping force must be trained,

structured, and equipped to use force in a way that achieves objectives rapidly, protects the

force, and avoids escalating the general level of violence.38 It must deploy with sufficient force,

and the requisite training to apply it judiciously.

10



111. Unique Aspects of the Peacekeeping Environment

While the previous chapter has examined the political and psychological factors that

influence the use of force in peace operations, this chapter will examine the military and

physical features unique to such environments. Such a review is necessary to better understand

the unique advantages that light, wheeled armored vehicles provide the force in a peace

operations environment. Closer study of the missions conducted by military forces in peace

operations, along with an examination of characteristic infrastructures and threats, are essential

components of such a review. Furthermore, this chapter will also analyze the impact that

peacekeeping's political and psychological factors have upon military operations in this unique

environment. While lessons learned from operations in Somalia, Haiti, and Bosnia provide the

preponderance of material for this review, the monograph also uses lessons learned from

security operations in South Africa. Any study of operations within a peacekeeping

environment must, however, begin with a review of the various missions associated with both

peacekeeping and peace enforcement.

Military Missions

Units engaged in peacekeeping operations can typically expect to conduct one of three

missions. They are (1) supervise, observe and monitor cease fires and truces, (2) conduct

reconnaissance and surveillance, or (3) investigate complaints and violations of the provisions of

an agreement. As previously discussed in Chapter I1, the use of force during peace operations is

very restricted, it is usually limited to self defense. "

Units engaged in peace enforcement operations can normally expect to conduct

11



operations that fall into one of the following six broad categories. These include (I) restoration

and maintenance of order and stability, (2) protection of humanitarian assistance, (3) guarantee

and denial of movement, (4) enforcement of sanctions, (5) establishment and supervision of

protected zones, and finally, (6) forcible separation of belligerents. As already noted in Chapter

II, the use of force in peace enforcement operations is less restrictive than in peacekeeping

operations. In general, units involved in peace enforcement apply force to compel or coerce."'

Experience shows that military forces conduct certain tasks with a high degree of

frequency in both peacekeeping and peace enforcement. Such tasks often include route and area

reconnaissance, mobile patrolling, and security of designated convoys. Lessons learned during

numerous peace operations suggest that units conducting reconnaissance and surveillance

operations must be capable of on and off road mobility over all types of terrain. When

conducting mobile patrols, units can normally expect to orient on major supply routes (MSR's)

or around critical facilities. If required to restore order and maintain stability within the context

of a peace enforcement operation, military forces will often find themselves preventing looting

and other acts of violence.4" Armored and mechanized forces can provide a peacekeeping force

with advance guards, convoy security, and quick reaction force capabilities. Additionally, they

can provide supporting fires at checkpoints and roadblocks.42

Operations in Haiti during Operation Restore Democracy provide many examples of the

tasks performed by lightly mechanized units in a peacekeeping environment. For example, in

Haiti, military forces had the mission to maintain a "secure and stable environment for the newly

formed democracy.'"43 As a unit participating in Operation Restore Democracy, the 2d Armored

Cavalry conducted various missions that fall into one of the broad categories already discussed.
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Mounted in its M1025/26 HIMMWVs. this light cavalry unit conducted patrols, provided both

fixed site security and quick reaction forces and secured convoys for various non-government

organizations (NGO).±

Convoy security is another task that plays a prominent role for forces engaged in peace

operations. Experiences in many peace operations demonstrate that an armor heavy advance

guard should escort most convoys. Typically, the role of such a force is to defeat mines, detect

ambushes, and deter attacks. Additionally, experiences suggest that forces conducting such

tasks should consider integrating light vehicles into their advance guard. These vehicles should

be armed with weapons that can deliver precise fires with minimal collateral damage.4 5 Ideally,

convoy security elements should consist of one or more squads, mounted in vehicles capable of

keeping pace with the main body. While most convoys move along improved or unimproved

roadways, security vehicles should be able to operate both on and off the roadway. An off road

capability is desirable to facilitate scouting ahead of the main body, and to defeat potential

ambushes along the convoy route.46

In addition to convoy security, another important task for forces engaged in peace

operations is patrolling. As in Haiti, United States Army Europe (USAREUR) elements

operating in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia conduct numerous patrols. As one

U.S. officer in Macedonia noted, "patrolling supported accomplishment of the mission and

provided a vehicle for showing our presence to the local citizens on a daily basis."47 In Bosnia,

elements of the 18th Military Police Battalion still conduct patrols to assure area and route

security and enforce law and order.4" However, the force must accomplish its patrolling mission

in a way that balances military requirements with the goal of reducing damage to limited

13



infrastructures. One leader observed, "Certainlv the civilian population would have been

displeased had we destroyed their already limited infrastructure, not to mention a rapid inability

to supply our own operations along these same fragile supply lines.""' While damage to road

networks and bridges may be deemed acceptable in conventional military operations, it is

counterproductive in peacekeeping operations.

Patrolling achieves a psychological benefit as well. As often happens, forces engaged in

peace operations deploy into areas racked by violence. In such areas, the mere presence of a

professional military force conducting a patrol can have a stabilizing effect. As one U.S. Army

study noted, the population's attitude can affect the success of the peacekeeping mission.

Similarly, the same study noted that forces which present themselves in an overly warlike

manner can have the opposite effect. Simply stated "soldiers with camouflaged faces do not

steady the populace. `0

Clearly, there is an additional set of factors that must be considered when employing

military forces in a peacekeeping operation. Peacekeepers must develop Rules of Engagement

(ROE) which govern how they will apply force, which systems they will use, and what

procedures they will use to minimize collateral damage. As Dr. Larry Cable noted:

This does not mean that combat forces, both air and ground, do not play a
critical role in interventionary peace operations nor that killing must be avoided
at all costs, but rather both killing and the employment of lethal military assets
are governed by rules, limitations, and constraints not found in conventional interstate
war. 

51

For instance, Canadian forces operating as part of the United Nations Protection Forces

(UNPROFOR) in Bosnia-Herzogovina used the COUGAR fighting vehicle. As operations

progressed, the Canadians came to the conclusion that both political and military considerations

14



would not permit them to employ the Cougars' 76mm main gun. First. the 76mm gun would be a

disproportionate response to the sniper fire they received from the belligerents. Additionally the

collateral damage that a 76mm gun engagement would inflict upon surrounding structures could

not be justified. The only alternative to the 76mm gun was the Cougar's turret mounted machine

gun; however, the inaccuracy of that weapon reduced its effectiveness as a counter-sniper

weapon. 52

The counter-sniper requirement is but one of many force protection issues that forces

engaged in peace operations must address. The commander of a peace operation must often

extend protection to non-government organizations, and various other organizations working
within the area of operations. 53 The force commander faces a difficult problem- not only is he

required to protect his own force and the personnel of various other organizations, but he must

do so in a manner that considers the political and psychological factors unique to the

peacekeeping environment. The image of a tracked combat vehicle accompanying relief

workers may evoke the emotions that the force should strive to avoid.

Civilians often classify tracked vehicles such as the M2 as tanks. As many writers have

observed, tanks send a psychological message that is not suited to effective peace operations. As

one analyst noted, "... all tracked vehicles are commonly confused with tanks and can be

branded, therefore, in a highly emotive way. as instruments of oppression.. .. , Indeed, the

U.N. prohibited the Canadians from deploying to Bosnia with "tanks" because of the political

message such vehicles would send.

In the U.S. Army, the M2 Bradley has replaced the Ml 13 armored personnel carrier as

the standard vehicle of mechanized infantry forces. The M2 proved to be a capable infantry
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fighting vehicle during the Gulf War- however, within a peace operations environment the M2

has many of the drawbacks typical of armored personnel carriers. Although it has a two man

turret equipped with a 25mm chain gun and TOW system. it is in many respects similar to an

armored personnel carrier in weight, and overall appearance.4 ' Because of the images evoked

by tracked vehicles, its use could be counterproductive to the long term goals of a peace

operation. Obviously, the capabilities and limitations of an armored vehicle, and the impact its

use will have on the success of a peace operation, warrants careful consideration during the

planning process.

Additionally, experience in many internal security operations shows that tracked vehicles

are difficult to operate and maintain in the often austere peacekeeping environment. They are

noisy, and often cause damage to roads in areas where the infrastructure is already limited.57

Ironically, heavy tracked vehicles can cause damage to the few roads over which their repair

parts must travel.

These and other factors should cause military planners to carefully consider the type of

vehicle their forces will use in a prospective peace operation. Planners must alwavs remember

that the endstate for most peace operations is to "create or support conditions conducive to a

negotiated conflict resolution."58 Clearly, it is counterproductive to utilize a vehicle that further

destroys an already weak infrastructure, and can contribute to the destabilization of an

environment in which stability is a part of the desired endstate.

Physical Characteristics of the Peace Operations Environment

Experiences in the Fonner Republic of Yugoslavia, Haiti, and Somalia reveal many
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physical similarities. All three regions presented peacekeepers with the problem of conducting

operations in constricted urban areas, or undeveloped regions with imposing natural features and

weak road networks. Recent projections suggest these development patterns, and the challenges

they present, will continue to grow in the foreseeable future. The following section will address

the impact such geographic and man made features have on peace operations.

Urban "sprawl" is not a phenomenon unique to the United States. Throughout the world.

urbanization is on the rise. Some projections indicate that urban terrain in Europe may increase

by 75-100% over the next 10-20 years.5 Military operations in such terrain are often influenced

by the fact that ground-level "intervisibility is generally limited to the width of streets and

squares, the length of straight stretches of street, and the run of the occasional larger open

space... Those in the streets are completely exposed to the most elementary forms of

attack .... .,6" Since such areas often have a high density of civilians, military forces must

respond in a way that is restrained, and minimizes collateral damage.6

Peacekeepers operating in both Haiti and Bosnia had to contend with the stark reality of

operations in such urban environments. On occasion, they had to replace their fighting vehicles'

weapons systems to minimize collateral damage. In other situations they simply did not use

selected systems. For example, U.S. forces operating in Haiti, capitalizing on lessons learned

from operations in Mogadishu, modified their HMMWV's main weapons system. Task Force

1-87, a subordinate element of the 10th Mountain Division (LI)

... drew upon its Somalia experiences and tried to determine how to better equip
themselves for operations in Haiti. One of the shortcomings of the battalion during
this deployment was the armored HMMWV .... Part of the mission analysis
determined that MK19s would be of little use in the urban environment as rules of
engagement would be restrictive. The unit decided that each HMMWV would be
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armed with a M60 machine gun or M249 Squad Automatic Weapon.6 '

As the unit soon discovered, the rules of engagement did become more restrictive in Haiti. and

the MK19 was not deemed an appropriate weapon for peacekeeping operations in Port-Au-

Prince.i

Canadian forces operating in Bosnia with LTNPROFOR also had to contend with the

effect of urban terrain on the use of their vehicles' weapons system. As already noted, the

Canadians determined that the Cougar's 76mm gun was not an appropriate weapon system for

use in built up urban areas. As a result, they avoided use of this system whenever possible.

The experiences of both forces highlights the effect of urban terrain on military

operations, and emphasizes the additional constraints imposed by peacekeeping operations in

such an environment. Clearly, peace operations in urban environments are characterized by "

. restraints on weaponry, tactics, and levels of violence." As stated in FM 100-25, Peace

Operations, "the use of excessive force may adversely affect efforts to gain or maintain

legitimacy and impede the attainment of both short and long-term goals."' 4 Weaponry, in this

case the weapons platforms, must allow the force to respond with a balanced and appropriate

level of firepower should the need arise.

Notwithstanding roads in the urban areas of Haiti, Somalia, and Bosnia, road networks in

the rural areas of these countries are limited. For example, while Bosnia-Herzogovina has over

21,200 km of roads, half of this total is mountain track. Significantly, there is only one all

weather road in Bosnia.6 5 The situation is not much better throughout the Former Republic of

Yugoslavia. Commenting on the ability of the Macedonian road network to support heavy

tracked vehicles, one U.S. officer said that "... had we been forced to use tracked M I13's,
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M2A2's, or MIA I's, the fragile road network never would have lasted."6

Haiti's road network situation is even less developed: the nation has 600 km of surfaced

roads, while an additional 4000 km remain unpaved.67 While data on the roads in Somalia is

vague, the Canadian experience in Somalia illustrates the effect of limited road networks on

ground operations.

In Somalia, Canadian operations as part of the United Nations Task Force (UNITAF)

were shaped by two key factors: ground and infrastructure. A key characteristic of the Canadian

area of operations in Somalia was that travel from the main supply base in Mogadishu to the

interior required vehicles to cross the flood plain of the Shebelle River. As the Canadians soon

discovered, while the bridges were adequate for such traffic, the roads were not. Often,

sustainment by ground transport was difficult, if not impossible. Overall, the Canadians found

the wheeled Cougar well suited to operations over extended distances with limited road

networks.6" Perhaps only the violence wreaked by men would provide the peacekeepers with

more challenges than those presented by the regions' infrastructure and natural features.

The threats which peacekeepers encounter usually fall into one of three categories. The

first category is that of missiles such as rockets, grenades, or projectiles fired by hand held

launchers. The next threat is rifle bullets fired by snipers. Finally, the last threat is mines.

Various nations conducting peace and internal security operations throughout the world have

had to contend with these threats. This section will assess these typical threats, and the

measures used to counter these threats.

Missiles such as rocks, Molotov cocktails and RPG-7 rocket propelled grenades are an

ever present threat to peacekeepers. These weapons pose a significant threat to forces engaged
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in peace operations, because experience has shown that peacekeepers often perform their duties

in built up areas. Such areas offer little room for maneuver, and provide a wide range of

opportunities for belligerents to engage the force at short range. While peacekeepers in Bosnia

also operate in wooded areas, the dangers are similar, in both wooded and urban areas, vehicles

are often exposed to surprise attack at very short range.70

The sniper threat is an ever present aspect of the peacekeeper's daily routine. Snipers in

Sarajevo inflicted many of the casualties sustained by peacekeepers. Whether manning an

observation post, or conducting a patrol, the peacekeeper is constantly vulnerable to sniper fire.71

The sniper's bullet is indiscriminate. For example, during recent peacekeeping operations,

snipers have targeted both U.S. Marines and congressional delegations in Somalia. as well as

Ukrainians in Bosnia.7 -

As experiences in Somalia and many other regions demonstrate, mines have become a

weapon of choice in LIC.73 Convoy escort is a key mission for mechanized elements of a force

conducting peace operations; mines can prevent these units from safely completing their

mission.74 Often operating along insecure lines of communication in rural areas, wheeled

vehicle convoys are particularly vulnerable to mines and ambushes.75 Experiences in Somalia

best illustrate the extent of the threat and the measures units often take, to counter the mine

threat.

In Somalia, one of the primary causes of U.S. casualties was vehicular mine incidents.

Mines caused approximately 26% of U.S. fatalities in Operation Restore Hope. In mine

incidents involving HMMWVs, 92% of the occupants were casualties, and 50% of these were

fatalities.2
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To counter this threat. U.S. peacekeepers in Somalia resorted to what the U.S Armv's

Center for Army' Lessons Learned (CALL) called "... primitive first generation methods of

vehicular mine protection such as sandbagging and reinforcement with steel plates. . . "'" The

study went on to note that some HvMWVs were "... overloaded to the point that there was

serious deterioration in some of the suspension components.''78 Clearly, an alternative to the

HMMWV was needed.

While the U.S. Army did in fact develop a HMMWV retrofit kit to help counter this

threat, it was woefully inadequate. The HMMWV's passengers remained highly vulnerable to

serious injury or death from mine blasts. Even with the retrofit kit, the HIIMMWV's characteristic

low weight, low ground clearance, and flat bottom proved to be no match for mines which could

carry up to 60 pounds of high explosives.71

Summary

Forces deployed to a peace operation must be equipped with vehicles and weapons

systems which provide them with the capability to meet the unique challenges of the mission.

They must restore and maintain stability, preserve the region's frail infrastructure, practice a high

degree of restraint, and above all else protect their soldiers. Their vehicles must be highly

mobile, while capable of meeting the threats characteristic of such operations. While a

comprehensive study of the political, physical, and social aspects of a prospective peace

operation may lead a planner to conclude that tracked vehicles are inappropriate, this may not

always be the case. As Dr. Larry Cable notes:

While heavy forces such as U.S. Army armored and mechanized divisions
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generally are completely inappropriate for interventionarv operations. they
might be the force of choice for some selected peacekeeping missions such as
might occur on theGolan Heights."1

Dr. Cable's thoughts remind us that some of the fundamentals of military planning are equally

applicable when planning a peace operation. Specifically, planners must consider the mission,

enemy, terrain, troops available, and time (METT-T). In peace operations the mission is

normally the restoration of peace and stability to a region, not the destruction of an armed

opponent. The enemy in a peace operation is the actual conflict, and not a group of belligerents.

The terrain encountered in such environments is often difficult or urban, with a limited

infrastructure. The troops available are often those trained for conventional operations, and the

time available is frequently determined by political, not military considerations. Often,

agreements drafted with the belligerent parties determine what equipment the force may deploy

with. Thus, using such a methodology, and considering many of the factors already discussed,

today's military planner may often conclude that heavy armored vehicles are not always an

appropriate vehicle for a peace operation. However, wheeled, light armored vehicles may

provide the force with the capabilities it needs to succeed in peace operations, provided they can

meet the challenges of force protection (mines, missiles, and snipers).
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IV. Wheeled Light Armored Vehicles Presently in Service

During the last five years, nations conducting peace operations have shown a tendency to

rely upon certain vehicles for operations in such theaters. The vehicles most commonly used in

such operations include the M1 025/26 HMMWV, the U.S. Marine Corps' Light Armored

Vehicle (LAV) - 25, the Canadian Forces' COUGAR 76mm Gun Wheeled Fire Support Vehicle.

and the South African Defense Force's (SADF) Armored Fighting Vehicle (AFV)-75 ROOIKAT.

Each have their own unique characteristics that warrant closer study before reaching any

conclusions concerning the suitability of such vehicles in a peacekeeping role. Finally, these

vehicles are representative of the wide range of light, wheeled armored vehicles in service

throughout the world.

COUGAR

The Canadian Land Forces' search for a light, wheeled armored vehicle began in 1974.

In June of that year, they issued a requirement for a type of vehicle classified as the Armored

Vehicle General Purpose (AVGP). A study of over 14 vehicles yielded only three that the

Canadian's felt were suitable. Further testing resulted in the Canadian Forces choosing the Swiss

MOWAG Piranha (6x6). The first AVGP, manufactured under license from MOWAG, was

delivered to the Canadian Forces in January 1976. In 1977, Canada signed a contract with the

Diesel Division, General Motors of Canada Limited for the production and delivery of

approximately 350 vehicles.8"

Canada uses the wheeled AVGP class of vehicles in both its regular and militia units.

These vehicles are equipped with an AN/VVS-501 driver's passive periscope, giving them a
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night driving capability. From this basic design, the Canadians have developed three variants -

the COUGAR, the GRIZZLY, and the HUSKYY

The six wheeled COUGAR is the basic Piranha AVGP fitted with the same turret system

now in use on both the British Scorpion and the Australian MI 13A] Medium Reconnaissance

Vehicle. Armed with a 76mm L23AI gun and a 7.62 mm machine gun, the COUGAR has a

crew of three: commander, gunner, and driver. The vehicle's basic load of ammunition includes

10 rounds of 76mm and 220 rounds of 7.62mm machine gun ammunition in the turret, with an

additional 30 rounds of 76mm and 3000 rounds of 7.62 stored in the hull.13 This versatile

vehicle is amphibious, can achieve road speeds of approximately 60 miles per hour, and has an

operational range of approximately 370 miles. It has seen service with Canadian forces in both

Cyprus and Bosnia."

While the COUGAR's performance in Bosnia was favorable, some Canadians cited its

turret system as an area that warranted further improvement. Specifically, the COUGAR's non-

stabilized gun was slow to respond to multiple threats that often appeared from any direction.

After Action Reviews from Canadian forces in Bosnia reveal no other significant problems with

the vehicle.8̀  These and other experiences confirm that the COUGAR is a highly mobile system

whose chief disadvantage lies in its inaccurate fire control system.

High Mobility Multi Purpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV)

Another vehicle that has seen extensive service during recent peacekeeping missions

(Bosnia, Somalia, and Haiti) is the HMMWV. 16 Issued to the U.S. Army in 1979, the basic

M998 vehicle has undergone many modifications designed to enhance its armor protection and
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organic firepower. The variant typically used by the U.S. Army in recent peacekeeping

operations is the M 1025/26 series Armament Carrier. 17

The U.S. Army uses the HMMWV in a variety of roles. With a g-ross vehicle wveigzht of

approximately 4.25 tons and width of 2.16 meters, neither urban terrain nor marginal road

networks restrict its use. It is a versatile vehicle, capable of mounting a varnety of weapons

systems. Powered by a Detroit Diesel 150 horsepower V8 engine, the HMMWV can reach

speeds of 65 miles per hour, and has an operational range of approximately 300 miles.8 While

the Ml 025/26 provides its four man crew with basic armor protection from fragmentation and

ricochets, the armor can be upgraded to provide protection against 7.62 NATO ball

ammunition.89

The M1025/1026 1IIMMWV has seen extensive service with the U.S. Army in Haiti,

Somalia, and Bosnia. As a H1MMWV equipped all wheeled force in Haiti, the 2d Armored

Cavalry Regiment (ACR), "... was capable of providing a flexible, agile, and lethal force that

was capable of responding to an Operation Other Than War (OOTW) mission."',• While the

mobility that the I-TMMWV provided units in Haiti was certainly an asset, the limits of its armor

protection gave many concern. As one After Action Report noted,"... Although maneuverable,

the hardshell HMMWV is not armored enough to respond to a violent situation (and) .... The

open cargo HMMWV provides no force protection.""'

Because of this and other similar findings, both the U.S. Army and Air Force agreed that

their forces need a vehicle that affords them a higher level of protection than the HMMWV can

provide.9 2 As one U.S. Army study observed

The IIMMWV, M1025/26 does not possess adequate ballistic or NBC protection.
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It also lacks sufficient growth potential to allow upgrades to provide the necessary
protection to permit MP teams to survive while performing their doctrinal missions.
It is also deficient in the capability packages of protection and target acquisition. 91

The HMMWV is a highly mobile and durable vehicle. Superb maneuverability and

operational range make the HMiMWV an ideal choice for low threat peacekeeping operations.

However, its marginal ballistic protection limits its use in areas where small arms fire is

possible.

LAV-25

The U.S. Marine Corps' LAV-25 is based on the Swiss MOWAG Piranha design. An

8x8-wheeled vehicle, it meets the Marine's requirement for an air-portable vehicle capable of

being used in both an armored personnel carrier or reconnaissance vehicle mode. The LAV-25's

crew consists of a commander, gunner, driver. The vehicle can carry up to six troops in the

troop compartment. Achieving operational status in 1984, it has seen extensive service in

Marine Corps operations for the past 10 years."4

The LAV-25's basic armament consists of a 25mm McDonnell Douglas M242 Chain Gun

and a 7.62mm M240 coaxial machine gun. Both these systems are mounted in a Delco two man

turret. The turret is stabilized, and the Marine Corps is replacing the original M36 day/night

sight with a more capable thermal sighting system.15

The LAV-25's basic level of armor protects against small arms and shell fragments.9" In

preparation for Operation Desert Shield, the Marines sought an armor upgrade that would allow

the LAV-25 to withstand a 152mm airburst exploded at a height of 50 feet. Tests had revealed

that the LAV-25's basic armor could not meet this requirement with a 75% confidence

standard.9 7 To meet the standard, the Marines developed the Light Applique System Technique
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(LAST). LAST is a system that makes it possible to attach additional armor modules as a

protective cover to the basic vehicle. Because of LAST's pressure adhesive, and a hook and

loop attachment system, installation of the add-on armor is relatively easy. Neither drilling nor

welding is required to install this add-on protection."

The LAV-25 is a highly mobile system. It can reach speeds up to 62 miles per hour with

its V6 turbocharged diesel engine. The vehicle has an operational range of approximately 410

miles. The LAV-25 can also operate both on and off road, and can swim at speeds up to 6.2

miles per hour. 99 Additionally, the LAV-25 can be deployed from an aircraft using the Low

Altitude Parachute Extraction System (LAPES) or the more traditional parachute drop. •

The Marines used the LAV-25 for peacekeeping operations in both Haiti and Somalia. In

Haiti, Marines noted that it was a highly mobile system that was well suited to operations in the

congested Port-Au-Prince urban area. Furthermore, its high mobility had a psychological benefit

often desirable in peacekeeping operations. As one Marine noted, "With the LAVs, their ability

to move from one sector of the city to another rapidly was certainly a psychological plus that we

factored into what we were going down there [Haiti] to do."""0

In Somalia, the LAV provided Marine units with a level of firepower, protection, and

mobility capable of meeting operational requirements. The ARFOR After Action Report for

Operation Restore Hope noted the following:

LAVs have proved to be great for operations in MOUT environments as well as
moving forces over long distances rapidly. In no way should these replace infantry
units, but as a force multiplier and complimentary system they would definitely assist
infantry units assigned missions such as this in the future. 1012

The LAV-25 has proven to be a reliable system. Its advantages include superb mobility,
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excellent protection, and an accurate fire control system. It has earned a reputation as a versatile

vehicle capable of operations in a wide variety of situations.

ROOIKAT AFV-76

Developed as a result of South Africa's extensive experience in Low Intensity Conflict

from 1966-1989, the ROOIKAT AFV-76 is classified by the South African Defense Force

(SADF) as a weapons carrier and reconnaissance vehicle. The weapons carrier version of the

ROOIKAT has a top road speed of 120 km per hour, and a top cross country speed of 50 km per

hour. The basic 8x8 wheeled gun vehicle has many configurations, to include 105mm, 76mm,

and 35mm gun variants. An armored personnel carrier variant can carry 12 troops and has a top

road speed of 145 km/h. The 105mm variant is manufactured exclusively for export purposes.

Heavier than most of the vehicles already studied, it weighs approximately 25,500 kg. 'o3

The ROOIKAT offers good protection against mines, small arms fire and artillery

fragments. It has an operational radius over 1000 kin, superb cross country mobility, and

reliable firepower. The ROOKIAT's 76mm gun fires an Armor Piercing Fin Stabilized

Discarding Sabot (APFSDS) round with a tungsten alloy projectile at ranges in excess of 2500m.

Tests reveal that the round can defeat the armor found on both the T54/55 and T62 tanks.1 04

The ROOIKAT's design is based on lessons learned from South Africa's 1966-1989

Border Wars. During this conflict, a combat vehicle often used by the South Africans was the

Eland-90 armored car. A small, four wheeled armored car, the Eland-90 played a leading role in

fighting border incursions.1 1
5 Additionally, the vehicle's wheeled design provided it with a high

degree of protection against mines; thus, it was often the lead vehicle in convoys along South
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Africa's frontier. 0" Finally, the results of many operations in the vast. dry. off-road environment

found in most of the country led the SADF to conclude that their fleet of Centurion Main Battle

Tanks was poorly suited to operations in such an environment. As a result of their experiences

during the Border Wars, most of the country's combat vehicles are now wheeled. The

ROOIKAT is such a vehicle. 107

The South Africans utilize the Eland-90, and designed the ROOIKAT, based on their

experience protecting their border from insurgents. Wheeled armored vehicles were

successfully used by South Africa to cover literally millions of kilometers during the conflict.

Missions such as these, which seek to preclude infiltration of armed guerrillas or insurgents

across a friendly border, are possible missions for future peacekeepers.

In a recent speech U.N. Secretary General Boutros Ghali coined the term "one sided

preventive diplomacy." Operating in such a role, U.N. peacekeepers would monitor military

movements across an unsecure border, possibly enforcing U.N. mandates aimed at precluding

movement of certain groups across these frontiers. "0 U.N. forces in Macedonia are in fact

conducting such missions today. The South Africans believe that these missions require a

weapons platform capable of rapid operational and tactical movement in unimproved areas.

They maintain vehicles such as the Eland-90 and ROOIKAT are best suited for these

operations. 110

Armored Security Vehicle (ASV)-150

The ASV-150 is the U.S. Army's newest light armored vehicle. Still in production, the

Army will take delivery of the first four ASV-150s in mid-December, 1996. Designed and built
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by Textron Marine and Land Systems. the ASV-150's primary user will be the U.S. Army's

Military Police Corps."'

The four wheeled ASV-150 provides the crew with all-around protection from 7.62mm

NATO ball ammunition. Additionally, selected areas, (crew compartment and ammunition

storage areas) are protected against 12.7mm armored piercing (AP) ammunition. The ASV also

protects the crew against artillery and mortar fires, and blasts from 12 pound antitank mine. -

The ASV-150 has a one-man turret that can mount an MK19 grenade machine gun along

with a coaxially mounted M2.50 cal. machine gun. An M36E3 gunner's sight is incorporated

into the turret, and provides day/night target acquisition capability. To provide additional

firepower to the three man crew, an M249 squad automatic weapon can be externally

mounted.'13 "The ASV-150 can be fitted with a wide range of other weapons systems to meet

different operational requirements." "

The ASV-150 possesses a high level of tactical and operational mobility. The ASV-150's

wheels are "run-flat" capable, thus preventing immobilization due to small arms fire or mines. l15

The vehicle's tactical mobility is comparable to that of the M1025/26 HMMWV. 1
6

Additionally, the ASV-150 can be transported by all U.S. Air Force cargo aircraft, and U.S. Navy

ships and landing craft. Furthermore, its wheeled configuration increases its ability to move

over long road distances without having to rely on heavy truck assets for in theater transport. 117

Neither a tank nor infantry fighting vehicle, the ASV- 150 has the potential to

successfully fill a void in the army's combat vehicle inventory. While its primary role will be to

serve as a combat vehicle in a wartime environment, the Military Police Corps acknowledges

that the ASV-150 will also be used in foreign internal development, disaster relief, and nation
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assistance missions.
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V. Analysis of the Unique Characteristics of Wheeled Light Armored

Vehicles in Peace Operations

The light, wheeled armored vehicle offers many' advantages over tracked vehicles. Since

peace operations are fundamentally different from high intensity operations. many features that

make tracked vehicles the optimal weapons system in other forms of conflict max' actually be

disadvantages in peace operations. Overall, today's light, wheeled armored vehicles are highly

effective weapons systems. As one defense analyst noted:

The tank's perceived advantages actually become handicaps when translated into low
mobility, vulnerability, heavy maintenance and high operating costs. These
considerations have led to the emergence of the wheeled armored vehicles, which, as a
result of recent advantages in automotive technology, weaponry, fire control systems
and cost effectiveness ... enjoy the status of full fledged combat vehicles. "'

Thus, using the criteria of mobility, protection, and firepower, this section will determine

what unique advantages the light, wheeled armored vehicle offers the peacekeeping force.

Mobility

Traditionally, the utility of wheeled armored vehicles was thought to be limited to paved

roadways. As one French general noted, wheeled vehicles are especially well suited to

exploiting areas "which have a highway infrastructure."12
1 While light, wheeled armored

vehicles do offer rapid long distance travel at relatively low cost, their utility is not limited to

paved roadways. 1 21 Recent operations prove that wheeled vehicles offer superior mobility in

areas with a limited highway infrastructure.

Peacekeeping missions in Macedonia affirm that wheeled, light armored vehicles offer
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superior mobility in areas with limited highway infrastructure. The U.S. task force's Quick

Reaction Force, mounted in troop carrying 1IMMWVs. requires 2 1U"2 hours of travel time to

reach an observation post along the Serbian-Macedonian border. More time is required if the

trip is made over the same mountain roads in M 1]3 tracked personnel carriers. Using a light.

wheeled armored vehicle such as the Finnish SISU or a LAV-25, a ten-man squad could arrive in

position in the same time it would take the HMMWV squad. However. troops arriving in the

SISU or LAV-25 would have the benefit of greater armor protection enroute, and greater

firepower once they arrive on station. 122 Furthermore, tracked armored vehicles have exhibited

great difficulty moving along icy mountain roads such as those found in Macedonia. As one

officer put it, they become "unstoppable sleds on ice and snow." 1
23 However, when equipped

with snow chains, the wheeled Finnish SISU can operate safely over the same icy roads. "24

In Haiti, the 2d ACR capitalized on the armored HMMWV's superior tactical mobility.

The agile HMMWV permitted commanders to quickly collapse patrols and move to areas where

there was a need to quell disturbances or control crowds. As one 2d ACR officer observed,

"The 2d ACR, configured with the armored HMMWV, was capable of providing an agile,

mounted, patrolling force and the nucleus for a Quick Reaction Force."12 5

Units participating in Operation Restore Hope in Somalia also realized that the situation

called for a light, mobile force that was capable of long range operations in an austere

environment. Again, wheeled vehicles were uniquely suited for operations in this environment.

As one U.S. Army After Action Report noted ". . . wheeled vehicles were ideal for the situation

in Somalia." It added that "For the extended distances units were required to operate over,

tracked vehicles would have been inappropriate." 12
1
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Besides speed and agility, light wheeled armored vehicles offer many other advantages

when operating in a peacekeeping environment. For example. light, wheeled armored vehicles

do not cause the same damage to roads as do tracked vehicles. Additionally. wheeled vehicles

are quieter than tracked vehicles.' 2' Furthermore, Australian tests reveal that wheeled armored

vehicles are a superb choice for long distance convoying, because they produce only a small dust

signature on unimproved roads."'2

The ability to efficiently convoy long distances over limited road networks is one of the

wheeled, light armored vehicle's advantages. As operations in Bosnia demonstrate, peace

operations can often confront the force with the requirement to move long distances from a port

to an area of operations.

France has also recognized the unique capability of the wheeled armored vehicle. The

French Army decided to equip its forces with more wheeled armored vehicles after a careful

analysis of future operations in support of NATO. Recognizing that their forces would have to

move over long distances in short periods to support future NATO missions, French leaders felt

that wheeled vehicles could provide superior strategic mobility. 212 As a result of these findings, a

significant portion of the French Army's armored vehicle fleet is wheeled.

Like the French, many nations now realize that, "It is now possible to design wheeled

AFVs to carry virtually the same armament and armored protection, and offer a comparable

tactical mobility, [to] most tracked armored fighting vehicles. .. ""'• Far more fuel efficient

than tracked vehicles, these vehicles offer the peacekeeping force with a troop carrier and

weapons platform capable of operating over long distances in austere, resource constrained

environments.' 3'
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It is important to emphasize that wheeled armored vehicles often offer of ?I roud mobility

comparable to tracked vehicles. As one study discovered, most light armored wheeled vehicles

weighing less that 20 tons offered off road mobilit, comparable to that of tracked vehicles.

Siginificantly, the study also noted that those weighing under 15 tons tended to outperform

tracked vehicles of equivalent weight."

Significantly, the price of this mobility, when compared to tracked vehicles, is

noteworthy. Some figures reveal that the LAV-25's availability rate is approximately 17% better

than comparable tracked vehicles. Additionally, estimates put the LAV-25's operating costs at

$1.92 per mile, while a tracked APC's operating costs average $14.50 per mile. "3

Recent peacekeeping operations show the need for forces optimized for rapid

deployment. To meet this requirement, troop carriers and weapons platforms should be air

deployable.)"4 In recognizing the need for such air deplovability in the mid 1980's, the U.S.

Army established a 17.7 ton weight restriction for its planned Armored Gun System (AGS). 3.

While many wheeled vehicles currently in service can meet this weight restriction, the proposed

AGS cannot. As a result, the U.S. Army does not have a vehicle comparable to the LAV-25.

Additionally, recent tests at Fort Bragg reveal that the wheeled LAV-25 can be air dropped from

C141 cargo aircraft. 136 In general, these and other factors support the conclusion that scenarios

requiring long range mobility and rapid intervention favor wheeled armored vehicles. " The

U.S. Army best summarized the benefits of light, wheeled armored vehicles in contingency

operations when it stated that

... a wheeled vehicle is the preferred alternative. Wheels reduce logistics impact
relative to tracked vehicle alternatives. Approx 80% of anticipated contingency
missions can be accomplished on improved paved roads .... A wheeled vehicle offers
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flexibilitv in dealing with contingency missions worldwide. 138

Protection

A study of the protection light, wheeled armored vehicles offer must always consider

threats in the area of operations. As previously stated, two of the most common threats in a lowN

to mid intensity conflict are snipers and mines. A review of the past performance of wheeled

armored vehicles reveals some provide an inadequate level of protection against artillery and

mines; others offer adequate crew protection, but sacrifice deployability and mobilit'.

Furthermore, while most tracked and wheeled armored vehicles furnish the force with a

satisfactory level of protection against small arms fire, recent operations in Somalia suggest that

wheeled armored vehicles offer a superior level of protection against mines. This section will

analyze the threats encountered in peace operations, and the protection wheeled, light armored

vehicles can provide the force engaged in such operations.

The wheeled armored vehicles currently in service in the U.S. armed forces give varying

degrees of protection. The M1025/26 HMMWV, a wheeled, light armored vehicle used by the

U.S. Army in past peacekeeping operations provides inadequate protection against small arms

fire. The level of protection the HMMWV provides is far less than that found on many other

wheeled armored vehicles in service around the world. "' Operations in Somalia and other

regions proved that the HlMMWV's ability to protect its crew from small arms fire was

minimal. 140

While the HIMMWV lacked the ability to protect its crew against small arms fire, other

wheeled, light armored vehicles in the U.S. inventory offer enhanced levels of protection. As
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previously noted, the LAV-25 can protect its crew from both small arms fire and airbursts.

Finally, the ASV-150 is capable of providing protection against small arms fire up to .50

caliber. 141

While the U.S. Army does have several tracked armored vehicles capable of defeating

small arms fire, peacekeepers pay an exorbitant price for that protection. For example, the

M2A2 Bradley's applique armor protects its crew against projectiles up to 30mm. The cost for

that protection is less speed and mobility, especially the ability to negotiate the road and bridge

networks in many less developed areas of the world. 12

Perhaps the most significant benefit afforded by light, wheeled armored vehicles is in the

area of mine protection. As the U.S. Army's Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) noted,

. wheeled vehicles have more potential for mine survivability than tracked ones." 14 3 The

Canadian Land Forces, who use a variety of wheeled armored vehicles, observed that

... the entire AVGP family has proven to be remarkably mine proof as a by
product of their boat shaped hull. Several of these vehicles including the Bison and
Cougar variants have driven over modern, powerful AT mines such as the Belgian
made PRBs and sustained only moderate damage to their wheel assembles (no
casualties). On the other hand, the effects of these same kind of mines on light tracked
vehicles have in many cases been catastrophic. 44

A CALL newsletter points to the unique design of wheeled armored vehicles as the

reason for superior protection against mines. As a mine detonates by contact with a wheel, the

initial blast is absorbed by the large rubber mass. The blast is further deflected away from the

crew by the outward sloping hull. Thus, the combination of the boat shaped hull, strong armor,

and wheels makes it possible for these vehicles to "withstand the effects of a mine blast with

little damage and crew casualties."' 45
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The facts are compelling. The unique design of wheeled armored vehicles affords the

crew superior protection against small arms fire and mines. "" Canadian peacekeepers in

Somalia offer the following testimonial about the BISON LAV:

Early in the afternoon, SSM Sloan suddenly reported on the squadron net
that his BISON APC had struck a mine on the corner of the track which
the entire fighting echelon had passed over not an hour before. . . . It took
most of the rest of the afternoon to clear a lane to the SSM's vehicle and
recover the wreck .... the Bison had proven its worth, having withstood the
blast with only suspension damaged. Luckily, neither crew member was
seriously hurt.'47

Canadians peacekeepers in Somalia also offer this observation about the HMMWV's lack of

crew protection:

... SHQ, supported by ODA 562, conducted numerous liaison trips
to the various military headquarters .... It was on one such patrol at
beginning of March that bad luck struck yet again when one of the American
Hummers exploded an anti-tank mine about 8 km south of Balenbale. The
driver, Sergeant Bob Deeks, who was the team's medical specialist, was
mortally wounded when both of his legs were blown off 14

Retrofit kits can help enhance the ability of some vehicles to withstand mine blasts;

however, the gains would be marginal. Only the development of new vehicles, or the use of

those with proven designs against mine blasts, can provide enhanced protection. 14,,

Firepower

As previously discussed in Chapter II, the use of force is far more restrictive in peace

operations. While firepower still has a role in peace operations, it is clearly less than in

conventional operations. The role of armored vehicles is far more passive because threats in

peace operations cannot be neutralized simply by applying overwhelming firepower. "•5 Dr.
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Larr, Cable., a noted expert in low intensity conflict, emphasizes that peacekeepers must avoid

the use of "high firepower," along with the "heavy handed use of forces in security roles."'I The

application of force must be restrained and focused. "Overwhelming firepower" may serve to

escalate the overall level of violence in a region, rather than reduce it.

Canadian peacekeeping experiences in Bosnia confirm Dr. Cable's view. Peacekeepers

avoided using the COUGAR's 76mm main gun to reduce collateral damage. The .50 caliber

machine gun proved to be a superior weapon against the small arms fire they encountered in

Bosnia. 152

Todav's light, wheeled armored vehicles are capable of mounting a variety of weapons

systems. Often functioning in the role of troop carrier, troops on-board usually camr an

extensive array of small arms which supplement the vehicle's organic systems. Additionally, the

protection and mobility afforded by wheeled armored vehicles provides peacekeepers with an

opportunity to avoid decisive engagement, thus reducing the need to use heavier weapons.

Although the use of large caliber weapons should be avoided during most peacekeeping

operations, events in Somalia demonstrate that it is sometimes necessary. Today's light wheeled

armored vehicles can mount heavier weapons systems, thus making them suitable for a variety

of operations. New developments in armor design, combined with improved suspension systems

and low recoil guns, make the light wheeled armored vehicle an appropriate system for both low

and mid intensity conflicts. Many such systems can remain in a 15-20 ton category. '5 As the

South Africans demonstrated with the ROOIKAT, a wheeled armored vehicle can mount a

105mm gun, and retain the characteristic mobility and protection of this family of vehicles.

In an era of rapidly shrinking defense budgets, the choice of weapons available on light,
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wheeled armored vehicles make them an attractive alternative. Todav's armored systems must

be flexible and able to meet the requirements of more than one type of mission. Wheeled

armored vehicles provide this flexibility.

A proposed assault gun version of the LAV-25 is the LAV-105. This system would

mount a soft recoil, auto loading 105mm main gun. 15'4 A weapon system such as the LAV-105

(or a ROOIKAT) provides a peacekeeping force commander with a system capable of dealing

with belligerents with access to sophisticated weaponry (such as Bosnian-Serbs with access to

T55/T62 tanks).

An analysis that considers mobility, protection, and firepower in judging the utility of

light, wheeled armored vehicles for peacekeeping operations leads to a favorable conclusion.

Additionally, they have what many call a "softer" political impact when used in a peacekeeping

environment. 1 55 Peacekeeping operations, with their ultimate objective of establishing a safe and

secure environment, occur in a political and psychological sphere far removed from

conventional military operations. Use of an inappropriate weapons system in this environment

can have political and psychological effects that are counterproductive.

Perhaps the best appraisal of the value of light, wheeled armored vehicles in peace

operations comes from the U.S. Army's analysis of the U.S. Marines LAV-25. Commenting on

the LAV-25's effectiveness in Somalia, the Army Forces (ARFOR) after action review noted

Some additional firepower and mobility could be added to infantry units with
the addition of some wheeled light armored vehicles, similar to the Canadian Grizzly
and Marine LAV. Not all light infantry need this capability, but LAVs that could be
tasked organized to a unit for a specific mission or requirement would prove valuable in
this environment. The protection, firepower, and psychological advantage gained from
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a LAV type vehicle would be complimentar. to the advantages of light infantry. LAVs
have proved to be great for operations in MOUT environments as well as moving- forces
over long distance rapidly. 1"6
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In Some Principles of Maritime Straten'. Sir Julian Corbett noted that "Classes of ships

which constitute a fleet are, or ought to be, the expression in material, of the strategic and

tactical ideas that prevail at any given time, they have varied not only with the ideas. but also

with the material in vogue."' 57 While the subject of this monograph has been wheeled. light

armored vehicles, these comments are still appropriate. For example, today's prevailing

strategic and tactical ideas require the U.S. Army to field a force that is deployable, flexible,

and capable of operating in a wide variety of contingencies. A significant portion of these

contingencies will be peace operations. Finally, the material available with which to equip an

armed force in today's world now includes highly capable wheeled, light armored vehicles. As

many nations have learned, light, wheeled armored vehicles are indeed capable of meeting the

unique requirements posed by peace operations.

In peace operations, the enemy is not the warring parties, but rather, the conflict itself.

The overarching goal of the force engaged in peace operations is to maintain a secure and stable

environment to foster a negotiated settlement to the conflict. As noted in Chapter I1, the

application of force is severely restricted by a set of political, psychological, and military

variables unique to the peace operations environment. In order to maintain a secure and stable

environment, armed forces rely on non violent techniques such as patrols and checkpoints.

While Corbett referred to exercising command in the maritime environment, today's armed

forces engaged in peace operations seek to exercise control. "' In peacekeeping, military forces

exercise control, while in peace enforcement these forces must first secure control.
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The cases presented in this monograph show military forces using wheeled, light

armored vehicles to exercise control, and foster the essential secure and stable environment. In

all phases of peacekeeping in Haiti and Macedonia, these vehicles demonstrated that they

possess the optimal blend of firepower, mobility, and protection necessary to meet mission

requirements. As one Marine lieutenant colonel noted:

Given our threat [in Haiti] and given where we were operating almost exclusively
in a built up area there, and I don't mean to imply that tanks can't be used in a built
up area, but I think they have limited utility given the threat and the built up area
environment there at Cap-Haiten. 15

9

While the evidence presented in this monograph indicates that wheeled, light annored

vehicles are capable of operating in peacekeeping missions without heavy tracked armor

support, the same cannot be said about peace enforcement operations. While some wheeled,

light armored vehicles possess the firepower needed to defeat any of the armored systems known

to operate in the regions studied (as noted in Chapter III, the ROOIKAT AFV-105 is capable of

defeating a T-62 tank), their level of protection against a main battle tank is poor. In a peace

enforcement operation, control has not been secured, and the hostility level is far higher than

found in a peacekeeping scenario. In such cases, a robust force, capable of defeating heavily

armed main battle tanks is clearly a necessity. In both Bosnia and Somalia, only main battle

tanks could counter the armor threat. As one Marine noted, "If I had been in Somalia, where

they did more work out of sector in a non built-up area, believe me if I'd been in Somalia, I'd

have wanted the MI too.""" In peace enforcement operations, the benefits of wheeled, light

armored vehicles complement those of their more heavily protected tracked counterparts. While

main battle tanks are best capable of securing control in a high armor threat environment, so can
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wheeled, light armored vehicles help exercise control in a low threat environment. " 1

As the evidence presented in this monograph shows, wheeled- light armored vehicles are

uniquely suited for peace operations. They are best suited for exercising control, and

maintaining a secure and stable environment that helps facilitate long term peace. In

peacekeeping operations, where both sides have agreed to the entry of a peacekeeping force, the

risk to the force is normally from snipers, mines, and missiles. Vehicles such as the LAV-25.

COUGAR, and ASV-150 are capable of effectively operating in such a threat environment. As

evidence presented in Chapter V suggests, their ability to withstand mine blasts is often greater

than that of light tracked vehicles. Furthermore, their mobility enables them to conduct patrols

with minimal damage to infrastructure, while providing a sense of stability and control in

regions they patrol. As Canadian peacekeepers in Bosnia noted

... one sector [was] patrolled by the Cougar armoured squadron. The concept
of operations was to patrol the sector to provide visibility, provide a forum for
the warring factions to agree to a ceasefire, and provide a climate of hope and
and security that would permit the people to regain some measure of normal
life.... 162

IMPLICATIONS

Wheeled, light armored vehicles have a major role to play in future peace operations. In

peacekeeping, they can comprise the preponderance of armored systems operating in a region.

They can continually exercise control, with a small number of heavier systems available as a

Quick Reaction Force (QRF) if an analysis of the situation indicates an armored threat beyond

the capabilities of light armored systems. If a similar analysis of a peace enforcement operation

should reveal a threat beyond the capabilities of wheeled armor, then heavier tracked systems
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will undoubtedly be required to secure control. After control is secured. wheeled armored

systems are capable of exercising control, with a reaction force of heavier armor available to

apply force if the situation warrants.

For the U.S. Army, the soon to be fielded ASV-150 offers the opportunity to better tailor

forces engaged in peace operations. Forces mounted in the ASV-150 can exercise control.

relieving MIA] and M2A2 equipped forces from conducting operations which can easily

threaten stability. Just as Corbett envisaged cruisers relieving battleships of many of the duties

associated with exercising command, peace operations provide an environment where the ASV-

150 can relieve the MIA] and M2A2 of a multitude of tasks associated with exercising

control. "63

Future peace operations may require the army to review its distribution of the ASV-150.

As the U.S. Army comes to fully appreciate the utility of the ASV-150 in peace operations, it

may find that the relatively few Military Police units equipped with the ASV-1 50 will be tasked

with a higher than usual number of deployments. Light cavalry units such as the 2d ACR,

presently equipped with the M1025/26 HMMWV, may find vehicles such as the ASV-150 (or

perhaps the LAV-25/105) provide them with greater capabilities in peace operations and LIC.

The wheeled, light armored vehicle provides the force engaged in peace operations with

a capability that such operations demand. It is easily deployed by air or sea lift, capable of

mobility in areas with reduced infrastructure, and provides a requisite level of force protection.

Capable of mounting a variety of weapons systems, wheeled, light armored vehicles can provide

the force with a level of firepower consistent with that normally required during peace

operations. Finally, they provide the commander with a politically and psychologically
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acceptable system, capable of exercising control without heightening emotions. Clearly. the\

are uniquely suited for peace operations.
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160. Ibid, 83.

161. Glenn Davis, 9. While Davis's focus was on exercising control in a LIC environment.,
events since 1990 demonstrate that hostilities in some peace enforcement operations (Somalia
and Bosnia are excellent examples) can reach a level very similar to LIC. In both Somalia and
Bosnia, media coverage showed numerous instances where belligerents had access to T-55 or T-
62 tanks.

162. Canadian Land Forces, "ABCA Lessons Learned Newsletter 1," 16 May 1996, on The
Lessons Learned Information Warehouse, (Fort Frontenac: Army, Lessons Learned Center.
February 1996).

163. Glenn Davis, 1-9. Peace operations confirm the complementary relationship between
wheeled and tracked vehicles originally observed by Davis.
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